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1 Introduction 

It is hardly an exaggeration to say that social media has seeped into the very core of most 

people’s daily communications. A great deal of communicative and informative 

interactions now take place through computerized means in every level of society. While 

computer mediated communication methods such as emailing and chatroom messaging 

remain in use, especially for specific purposes, it is social media platforms such as 

Facebook, Twitter, and TikTok, that have exploded in popularity over the past decade. 

These platforms are an essential part of what Herring, Stein, and Virtanen (2013, 12) refer 

to as Web 2.0, the emergence of online environments characterized by their dynamic 

nature and user participation in both content creation and socialization. Considering the 

increasing prevalence of social media use across the population, and the fact that Web 2.0 

platforms provide a whole new setting and context for communication and language use, 

it is important to examine the ways communication and interactions take place in the 

confines of this rather unique setting.  

The fields of computer mediated communication and the pragmatics of social media as 

research areas are linguistically speaking relatively young and in flux. This is due to the 

rapidly changing nature and speedy evolvement of their object of study. Regardless, 

various topics anywhere from online discourse analysis, examining online turn-taking, 

online conflict analysis, negative-online-behavior, and much more have already been 

studied within the fields as can be observed in the comprehensive works of Danet and 

Herring 2007; Herring, Stein, and Virtanen 2013; Hoffmann and Bublitz 2017. This thesis 

will be focusing on online multilingual language use. While existing studies on online 

multilingualism and multilingual language use tackle a wide range of topics (see, e.g. Lee 

2015; Androutsopoulos 2013; 2015a; Cunliffe, Morris, and Prys 2013) the aim of this 

thesis is to specifically examine instances of questioning a multilingual speaker’s 

language choice on an arguably societally multilingual social media platform—TikTok— 

with the given context of the internet having no official language in the way e.g., a country 

does. TikTok is a relatively new social media platform that has gained a massive 

international userbase in just a short span of time. Still, there is little to no linguistic 

research available on language use in this highly popular and current platform.  
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Previous research into multilingualism shows that multilingual speech can trigger some 

rather strong reactions, and features prevalent to it have been carrying the stigma of being 

markers of sloppy and lazy language use (Grosjean 2010). Research indicates that 

nowadays the intricacies and benefits of being multilingual and multilingualism are better 

understood, which in turn helps to dissolve the stigma around multilingual language use  

(Kroll, Bobb, and Hoshino 2014; Bialystok and Craik 2010; Foursha-Stevenson and 

Nicoladis 2011). Between this shift in academic perspectives on multilingualism and the 

increased demand for intercultural and crosslinguistic communication driven by 

globalization and the development of information technology—such as Web 2.0 

platforms— varying degrees of multilingual speech have become a rather normalized part 

of every-day communication. 

With a long history of multilingualism, Finland, as an officially bilingual nation, provides 

for opportune context to examine multilingual language use online. As survey studies by 

Taavitsainen and Pahta (2003) and Leppänen et al. (2011) indicate, Finnish people appear 

to acknowledge the importance of harnessing foreign languages, especially English, and 

feel fairly positive about mixing it with their own language. That being said, in the context 

of social media, there is no lack of comments targeting posts exhibiting this type of 

language mixing of English and Finnish and questioning the language choices of speakers 

typically assumed to be Finnish. 

 Considering the unique context of social media, the existing gap (despite the explosive 

popularity of the platform) in linguistic research on TikTok, the history and increasing 

prevalence of multilingualism, and the linguistic context of Finland, this thesis aims to 

answer the following research questions:   

1.  What kind of comments are used in questioning language choice on TikTok’s 

multilingual content? 

2. What kind of… 

A) categorizable patterns emerge from comments that question language 

choice on TikTok’s multilingual content? 

B) impoliteness features are used in comments that question language 

choice on TikTok’s multilingual content? 
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3. Can the act of questioning language choice be considered as negatively marked online 

behavior? 

 

By answering these questions, we hope to gain a deeper understanding of the ways users 

on social media question language choice, and to contextualize the themes and nuances 

that are in play when multilingual speakers’ language choices are under the scrutiny of 

other social media users.  

This thesis will continue with a section containing a succinct overview of theoretically 

relevant background regarding multilingualism, internet and computer mediated 

communication, social media, and the Finnish context in which this study situates. This 

will be followed by a section detailing the methodology, data practices, and ethical 

considerations implemented in this thesis. Thereafter, the results and their subsequent 

analysis will be presented, followed by separate sections for discussing the findings 

yielded by the analysis and for the thesis conclusion.  

2 Theoretical Background 

In this section I will provide an overview of the relevant background theory for this 

thesis and position this work into its relevant field. 

2.1 Defining multilingualism 

In layman’s terms, multilingualism and bilingualism are often used interchangeably and 

understood as the simple concept of someone being able to speak more than one language. 

However, the all-encompassing ‘correct’ scientific definition for multi-and bilingualism 

has yet to be agreed upon among the many researchers who have devoted their careers to 

the study of these phenomena. In addition, there seems to be a recent shift within the field, 

where the previously favored standard term ‘bilingual’ is having to make way for the 

more generic ‘multilingual’ term, which is why it is important that I define what I mean 

by the terms multilingualism and bilingualism in the context of this thesis. For 

bilingualism, I will be following the definition of Francois Grosjean (Grosjean 2010, 4) 

in where he suggests that a bilingual is simply a person, who uses two or more languages 

in their everyday-life. There are other definitions by other researchers, but Grosjean’s 
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definition suits the purposes of this thesis as it puts weight on the use of language instead 

of e.g., quality or age of acquisition.  

As for the term multilingualism—which naturally encompasses the meaning of 

bilingualism as well—it will be referred to as it is defined by Jasone Cenoz in his article 

Defining Multilingualism (Cenoz 2013, 7). The key difference—and perhaps what makes 

using the term multilingualism over bilingualism so attractive—is the way 

multilingualism tends to be divided into two different dimensions; one for the individual 

and the other for the societal. 

 

2.1.1 Dimensions of multilingualism and code-switching 

Plurilingualism, or individual multilingualism, is considered a person’s individual ability. 

Cenoz leans heavily on the Council of Europe’s definition of plurilingualism being the 

very repertoire of language that an individual has at their disposal (Cenoz 2013, 5). The 

focus is on the individual and their experiences and capacities as a language user and 

learner. When speaking about individual multilingualism, it is imperative to acknowledge 

that as a phenomenon it looks different on each speaker, which is one of the reasons why 

a generic “one-size-fits-all” definition for plurilingualism –or bilingualism—is so hard to 

agree upon. 

When considering multilingualism beyond an individual’s plurilingualism, the 

phenomenon is often referred to as societal multilingualism. Societal multilingualism 

differs from the individual dimension –or plurilingualism— in that its focus is not on the 

individual speaker, but rather refers to the presence of more than one variety of language 

in use in a certain geographical area. Cenoz notes that traditionally societal 

multilingualism could be observed in border areas and in areas with minority language 

speakers, however due to the increased movement of both people and goods, effects of 

globalization, and the massive leaps taken in the field of information technology, 

nowadays it is quite possible to find societal multilingualism present in formerly strictly 

monolingual areas. (Cenoz 2013, 5). 

Multilinguals use more than one language in their daily lives; however, it is imperative 

for the premise of this thesis to discuss the way this use of multiple languages manifests. 
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Already in 1989 Francois Grosjean states that “The bilingual is not two monolinguals in 

one person,”(Grosjean 1989, 4) by which he rejects the previously widely accepted 

fractional view of bilingualism in which the bilingual is expected to have evenly divided 

and separate language competencies. If the fractional view were to be believed, 

multilinguals would simply speak in one language at a time without any overlap. Yet, this 

is not the case, as multilingual speakers tend to utilize all of their linguistic repertoire by 

code-switching, in which a multilingual speaker alternates fluently between two or more 

languages with ease (Grosjean 2010, 51). Furthermore, studies (Spivey and Marian 1999) 

have pointed out that even on a neurological level, multilinguals have trouble shutting 

down their other languages while functioning in “monolingual mode”. Code-switching 

has been met with negative attitudes and associated with poor language skills (Grosjean 

1989; 2010), however the reasons multilinguals code-switch seem to have little to do with 

language proficiency, but more so with preferable expression, communication strategy 

and linguistic need for more suitable lexicon (Grosjean 2010, 53-55). Though current 

views on code-switching are generally appreciative and informed of the phenomenon 

especially within linguistic research, it is noteworthy that old myths—such as code-

switching being the result of lazy language use—still remain prevalent among language 

users. 

 

2.2 Multilingual Internet 

2.2.1  General background 

From its very early days, the internet has been designed with the English language in 

mind. Considering that the internet was initially developed in the late sixties for the 

exchanging of information between the different branches of U.S. military, the dominance 

of the English language within it is understandable (Flammia and Saunders 2007, 1899). 

In fact, there was a time when it was widely believed that English was the language of 

the internet, and the only way to fully take advantage of this new domain was to simply 

learn English (Crystal 2011, 78). When the internet further developed into something that 

ordinary people could access and contribute to, it inadvertently created a new space for 

languages to inhabit. The internet became a domain with its own linguistic landscape that 

was bound to develop as its userbase grew and diversified. In fact, David Crystal (2011), 
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in discussing the multilingual internet notes that by the 1990s, English was having to 

make room for the growing presence of other languages. In the beginning of the 21st 

century English had already lost its status as the dominant language of the internet as it 

took up just under half of the online linguistic landscape. Only ten years later statistics 

would show that English was still in first place as the language of the internet, however, 

other languages had increased their presence by leaps and bounds with Chinese right up 

there with English (Crystal 2011, 79-81). This is not to say that all languages have equal 

opportunity to take space online, as the presence of languages online depends on the 

number of their speakers that have internet access. There are no clear numbers on how 

many languages have presence on the internet, as estimating the figures is significantly 

challenging, but it is clear –even with the number of languages used online growing 

steadily—that languages are not equal when it comes to internet space. In fact, it is worth 

acknowledging that according to estimates four fifths of all internet space is taken up by 

only ten languages (Crystal 2011, 81-82). 

 

2.2.2 Computer mediated communication—CMC  

The previous section provides a brief overview of the linguistic diversity of the internet; 

however, it does not delve into the intricacies of how these languages are used online. 

The field devoted to researching language use online—computer mediated 

communication (CMC thus forward)—is fairly new in the field of linguistics, but much 

like the internet, it has expanded in scope with incredible speed. The Handbook 

Pragmatics of Computer Mediated Communication (Herring, Stein, and Virtanen 2013, 

3-5) gives an overview of topics in the field, beginning with deciphering whether CMC 

resembles spoken or written language, studying emoticons and abbreviations; then 

moving on to studying discourse and politeness in different online environments such as 

emails and chat rooms in the early 90s and from mid-nineties onwards shifting focus to 

more sociolinguistic and pragmatic aspects. The creation of the internet gave language 

use a whole new context—one that is still growing and in constant flux. Thus, the study 

of CMC is inherently in flux. In fact, when their work was published some ten years ago, 

Herring et al. acknowledged in their introduction that due to the state of the field, 

combining a handbook should not have been possible with the gaps in knowledge being 

what they were (Herring, Stein, and Virtanen 2013, 5). Nonetheless, the handbook lays 
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out the noticeable features that set CMC apart from traditional language use; the 

differences in structure and flow of online communication, the possibility of anonymity, 

the lasting record of communication, and the meta-awareness that arises from CMC.  

In terms of language use, one of the arguably biggest shifts in the development of the 

internet—hence also in CMC—is the emergence of Web 2.0. The turn of the century saw 

the nature of websites change into more dynamic platforms that allowed for user 

generated content and socialization (Herring, Stein, and Virtanen 2013, 12). 

Consequentially the nature of Web 2.0 brought forth new content and a new type of 

context to analyse it within, such as actions like tagging, friending, status updating 

(textually and visually), and new usage patterns, opportunity for co-activity, and multi-

authorship. However, discourse phenomena prevalent in Web 1.0 did not simply die out, 

but rather either carried onto, or adapted by reconfiguring, into the constructs of Web 2.0.  

(Herring, Stein, and Virtanen 2013, 12-15). The digital communication this thesis will be 

focusing on takes place on social media, which is a quintessential product of Web 2.0. 

The nature of this context will be discussed in section 2.3.  

2.2.3 Multilingual language use online 

There is much to be said about online language use, more than could ever possibly be 

fitted into a single thesis, which is why this section will be focusing specifically on the 

nature of multilingual language use online. The previous section has discussed some of 

the key aspects that differentiate CMC from other forms of communication; construction 

and flow of communication/conversation, CMC meta-awareness, record of 

communication, anonymity, and access, and of course the change of context. Regarding 

multilingual CMC, the main difference is the absence of language status quo. This refers 

to the linguistic state of the internet and online presence being subject to the user’s 

language repertoire instead of one that has been externally imposed (such as official 

languages of a nation or a school).  

As discussed in section 2.1, multilingual individuals have patterns of communicating that 

deviate from monolingual communication. Unsurprisingly, this remains true even in 

multilingual CMC. Multilingual language use online has been studied to some measure, 

specifically concerning topics such as code-switching and language choice (see. The 

Routledge Handbook of Language and Digital Communication 2015; Lee 2015; 
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Androutsopoulos 2013; Cunliffe, Morris, and Prys 2013). These topics will be briefly 

discussed in the following sections. 

2.2.3.1 Language choice 

According to Francois Grosjean, multilingual speakers go into most communication 

situations with having to consider—often subconsciously—two questions, the first 

having to do with the selection of which language to use in the situation at hand, and the 

second with determining the acceptability of drawing on their other language(s) if needed 

(Grosjean 2010, 39). Grosjean connects these questions with the concepts of ‘base 

language’ and ‘language mode’. The first question is the process Grosjean refers to as 

language choice, which results in the speaker selecting a ‘base language’ for their 

interaction. The second question has to do with the speaker selecting, what Grosjean 

speaks of as, a language mode. Though these language modes exist on a continuum, they 

are negotiated by the multilingual speaker in reaction to the communicative context they 

are engaged in (Grosjean 2010, 39-42). Though a multilingual speaker may choose a base 

language to communicate in and determine they are to communicate in monolingual 

mode, it is highly unlikely that their other language(s) are fully shut down (Spivey and 

Marian 1999).  

Regardless of the communicative context of CMC differing in some ways quite radically 

from traditional forms of communication, multilinguals must still engage in language 

choice when participating in various forms of CMC. Making language  choices for CMC 

requires different strategies from multilinguals as CMC lacks the typical structure of turn-

taking and visual cues present in instant face-to-face communication (Androutsopoulos 

2013, 670).  It is reasonable to assume that the context over which communication takes 

place influences language choice to some degree; consider, for example, the difficulty of 

ascertaining which linguistic mode to function in, when one cannot perceive or assume 

to know the linguistic competence of their collective audience. Not to mention, if a 

multilingual chooses to communicate in multilingual mode, they are now faced with the 

choice of communicative mediums within CMC—Auditory, visual, and textual. 

2.2.3.2 Code-switching 

As mentioned before in section 2.1, code-switching, though very natural to multilinguals, 

has traditionally been seen in a very negative light, one that suggests it is an expression 
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of poor control over one’s language skills and sloppy language use in general. In fact, 

Grosjean (2010, 52) states that specific mixtures of code-switching have been dubbed 

pejoratively as for example, ‘Tex-Mex’ (pejorative term referring to the mixture of 

Spanish and English spoken in the southern states of USA), ‘Franglais’ (pejorative term 

referring to the mixture of French and English used e.g., in Quebec and Montréal) or 

‘Finglish’ (pejorative term referring to the mixture of Finnish and English). Grosjean goes 

on to explain that instances of code-switching can elicit surprisingly strong negative 

reactions (Grosjean 2010, 52), which can still be seen clearly illustrated in reactions to 

present day multilingual CMC.  

However, due to code-switching being such an important and common part of 

multilingual communication, it inevitably seeps into digital communication. The 

phenomenon of code-switching online has been acknowledged by the linguistic 

community already in the 90s, but it has not been the main focus of research in CMC, 

even despite the potential the practice creates for written code-switching 

(Androutsopoulos 2013, 667). Existing research in multilingual code-switching in CMC 

has focused on multilinguals’ code-switching behaviors on social media platforms, most 

notably Facebook. A study concerning the Facebook language practices of a handful of  

Greek-background students in German secondary school (Androutsopoulos 2015b) and a 

mixed method study focusing on the social media language practices of Welsh youth 

(Cunliffe, Morris, and Prys 2013) are insightful examples of this type of research, and 

bring up aspects of multilingual CMC to consider particularly with the focus on this thesis 

in mind.  

Though there is no established official language of the internet, most applications, 

websites, and platforms allow users to choose from a varying range of language settings 

for their interface. This is certainly something to consider in the context of multilingual 

CMC as even this simple act contributes to the multilingual construction of online spaces, 

which users are very much a part of building. Moreover, code-switching in CMC can be 

seen as a rather creative use of one’s linguistic resources with which multilinguals attempt 

to navigate between managing social relations and, through participation, constructing 

their online identity (Androutsopoulos 2015, 187). This sentiment is echoed in the 

findings produced by both aforementioned studies of multilinguals’ language practices 

on social networking sites. 
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In the case of examining German-Greek upper secondary school students’ language 

practices on their Facebook walls, the results indicate that their multilingualism is very 

flexible, individualised, and highly responsive to changes in the social network context 

(Androutsopoulos 2015, 201). Androutsopoulos suggests the term ‘networked 

multilingualism’ to describe this phenomenon that he considers to encompass “—

everything language users do with the entire range of linguistic resources within three 

sets of constraints: mediation of written language by keyboard and-screen technologies –

access to network resources—and orientation to networked audiences (Androutsopoulos 

2015, 188)”. 

The 2013 inquiry into young Welsh multilinguals’ language practices on Facebook 

reveals in a similar manner as Androutsopoulos (2015) the tendency of multilinguals’ 

language choices in CMC to be affected by the context and the varying details of the act 

of communication. However, according to the results, while language choice and code-

switching can be affected by who and what function of Facebook the communication is 

taking place with, nothing about Facebook itself seems to affect the language practices of 

multilingual Welsh youth (Cunliffe, Morris, and Prys 2013, 351). Cunliffe, Morris, and 

Prys (2013) also considered factors such as language confidence and the facts that Welsh 

is, in fact, a minority language, which adds its own spin on the multilingual context, as 

platforms may not be available in Welsh. In any case, both studies come to the conclusion 

that social media and social network sites should be considered as hubs for contemporary 

multilingualism practice. 

2.3 Social media—Unique context 

The development of second-generation internet platforms once again diversified the 

nature of CMC as the new platforms are defined precisely by the potential they offer 

language users in participating and contributing to interactions (Hoffmann and Bublitz 

2017, 31). In the handbook Pragmatics of Social Media (2017) Hoffman and Bublitz 

define social media as “(the totality of) digitally mediated and Internet-based platforms 

which are interactively used (by individual and collective participants) to exchange, share 

and edit self and other-generated textual and audio-visual messages (Hoffmann and 

Bublitz 2017, 4).” This very description already draws attention to the plentiful nature of 

communicative resources the users of social media can utilize. In contrast to first-

generation internet sites, the combination of textual and audio-visual methods available 
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in most social media platforms provides users with more choices regarding their language 

use and representation. Thus, concurrently enabling users to represent themselves and 

their linguistic identity versatilely through language use by participating and contributing 

to interactions. 

2.3.1 Participating in social media 

As mentioned above, participation is a key element of social media. How much and in 

which ways a user contributes by their participation depends on both the limitations of a 

given platform and the choices a user makes within the constraints of the platform they 

are using. Hoffman and Bublitz (2017, 33-34) illustrate the levels of participation by 

noting that participation begins from simply using a given platform as it tracks user 

behavior. Participation then expands to things such as liking or disliking content by 

performing pre-determined actions, allowing users to comment on content, all the way to 

allowing users to create their own content in varying forms. Though, factors outside the 

realm of technical capabilities of individual platforms play a part in participation. 

Consideration must be given to the type of interaction that is being had, and what the 

topic of said interaction is. For example, studies show that interactions containing 

disagreements and or critique tend to elicit more attention and participation. (Hoffmann 

and Bublitz 2017, 37-38). 

Through participation we inevitably position and present ourselves on online platforms. 

Despite online interactions sometimes being characterized by the promise of anonymity, 

the sheer number of new ways of interacting and participating through positioning acts 

on Web 2.0 platforms practically prompts users to share increasing amounts of 

information about themselves (Locher and Bolander 2017, 407-408). The type of 

language we use in our acts of participations holds power in shaping our online identity 

through its indexicality. How we decide to participate on online platforms can indicate to 

other users our affiliations to groups, our stance towards issues, and our relationships with 

other users (409).  Our online identity is thus shaped through our participation. 

2.3.1.1 Online identity and facework 

There is no denying the inextricable connection between language and identity. As 

established in the previous section, due to the specific nature of social media, users shape 

their online presence “i.e., identity” through their participation. As this participation 
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typically takes the form of contributing to interactions, whether it be posting content, 

commenting on content, or replying to comments, the role of language and choices in 

language use become central in defining one’s online identity. For the purposes of 

discussing the role of identity in CMC (particularly in multilingual CMC) it is imperative 

to acknowledge that the entire concept of identity in general is difficult to narrow down 

to one all-encompassing definition. However, the introductory work to Language and 

Identity (Edwards 2009, 258) offers the following definition, “identity–[is] self-definition 

by groups or individuals. It can draw upon many attributes (class, region, ethnicity, 

nation, religion, gender, language, and so on), either singly or in combination.”.  

For the purposes of this study, the focus in terms of online identity is that it is inextricably 

intertwined with the concept of face and thus (im)politeness. According to Brown and 

Levinson (1987) the fundamental function of face is to uphold cohesion in social 

situations. Brown and Levinson (1987) also theorize that saving face in interactions 

should be mutually beneficial, however, sometimes participants act in ways that go 

against the wants and needs of others, thus performing face threatening acts or FTAs 

(Arendholz 2013, 61). Furthermore, studies have shown a link between face threatening 

online behavior and identity construction through facework (Locher and Bolander 2017, 

413). As our actions (and inaction) quite literally form our online presence, politeness 

certainly plays a role in the acts we choose to take in our online interactions. While the 

concept of politeness is no simpler to define than that of identity, Arendholz (2013) 

approaches the ambiguous concept by stating that an utterance is not inherently polite or 

rude but has the potential to be both if interpreted so (54). Arendholz thus considers face 

a less stable feature than identity, as it is extremely susceptible to change by its very 

nature as it is created for the effect it casts on others, not because it reflects the truth. 

Arendholz goes on to suggest that instead of recreating our identities online, we simply 

repeat the relatively natural process that often takes place in face-to-face interaction, 

where we construct our faces for specific spaces and activities. (2013, 114). The 

difference, of course being, we do it online, where the possibilities of presenting oneself 

become infinitely vaster.  

2.3.1.2 Negatively marked online behavior 

Negatively marked online behavior—NMOB—is described as any type of behavior that 

is considered socially unacceptable or undesirable in a given online situation (Hoffmann 
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and Bublitz 2017, 493). The range of NMOBs is wide and accounts for faux pas most 

would find moderately annoying but also criminal acts such as online abuse and stalking. 

Though having grabbed considerable media attention as a topic, there is relatively little 

linguistic research on NMOBs despite terms such as ‘trolling’ and ‘flaming’ being 

household words (Hoffmann and Bublitz 2017, 493). While the scope of linguistic 

research into NMOBs specifically leaves room for improvement, studies that focus on 

interactions in which NMOBs are very likely to be prevalent—such as disagreements and 

conflict— in CMC, exist in larger numbers and offer some insight into the workings of 

NMOBs (see e.g. Arendholz 2013). 

Claire Hardaker (Hardaker 2017, 496)  lists three elements that play key roles in instances 

of abusive online behavior: anonymity, meaning, and format. Perhaps the most self-

explanatory of the three is the element of anonymity. Different social media platforms 

offer different degrees of anonymity to their users, by for example, relying on usernames 

or pseudonyms instead of requiring the user to interact with their own name. Regardless 

of the bounds of a given platform, Hardaker notes that at the end of the day it comes down 

to each individual user and how much personal information they want to reveal (Hardaker 

2017, 497). Regardless, the very option of anonymity proves exceedingly prolific for 

negatively marked online behavior, as studies show increased loss of self-awareness, and 

tendency to act on impulses we would usually reign in, when covered by the shadow of 

online anonymity. Essentially online anonymity provides conditions in which speakers 

tend to care less about the feelings of those they are interacting with (Hardaker 2017, 

497).  

The second element mentioned by Hardaker—meaning—refers to the amount of 

information that is carried in an interaction. This includes things like social cues and 

assumptions that are often more prevalent in face-to-face communication, where speakers 

can rely on things like tone or facial expressions to add meaning to their words. As CMC 

lacks cues that are present in face-to-face communication, such as instant audio-visual 

feedback, the risk of incorrect assumptions and misunderstandings stemming from 

mistaken inferences increases significantly in CMC (Hardaker 2017, 497–98).  

The third element associated with NMOBs, Hardaker titles as format (Hardaker 2017, 

499), which in comparison to the other two has been studied linguistically relatively little. 

Nonetheless, it deals with the type of format an utterance is conveyed through, the level 
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of potential interaction it may see, and transience. Realistically, it stands to suggest that 

features such as disappearing messages offered by social media platforms such as 

Snapchat (known for its property of messages disappearing after a given set of time 

decided by the speaker) accompanied with the effects of online anonymity, certainly 

provide users with the perfect conditions to exhibit abusive online behavior without fear 

of bearing the social stigma that typically comes along with norm breaking behavior.   

While these elements are key in NMOBs, it is worth noting that negative online behavior 

is inherently tied to impoliteness (Arendholz 2013; Upadhyay 2010). The typical 

approach to politeness strategies such as Brown and Levinson’s (1987) has been to 

examine ways in which social harmony can be upheld and impoliteness mitigated. While 

recognizing instances of both negatively and positively directed face threatening acts is 

useful for characterising bigger themes of politeness in the questioning of language 

choice, Brown and Levinson’s theory does not specifically provide characterization of 

impoliteness features and strategies beyond the positive/negative dichotomy.  Thus, for 

the purposes of this thesis, Culpeper’s (1996) superstrategies of impoliteness prove more 

useful in contextualizing NMOBs and further analysis. These strategies will be further 

illustrated by table 1 in the methodology section, as they will be utilized as a tool for 

analysis.  

2.3.2 Introducing TikTok 

TikTok is a social media platform that has gained massive popularity over the past few 

years. In fact, it was showcased in a New York Times article (Herrman 2019) titled How 

TikTok Is Rewriting the World, which is justifiable if only because the platform has 

attracted a wide variety of users from all over the world in a strikingly short amount of 

time. The NYT article offers a layman’s explanation into the workings of TikTok, 

describing the platform as an app for making and sharing short videos. TikTok allows 

users to create short—15s to three-minute—long videos that can be paired with millions 

of different existing audio tracks, filters, hashtags, or originally created content. TikTok 

combines video, audio, and text with which users can communicate with each other by 

sharing, liking, and commenting on each other’s content. Highlighted in the NYT article 

(Herrman 2019) is the fact that the platform actively encourages users to respond to 

content –not only by text, but also with audiovisual content— with features such as 

‘duets’ and ‘stitches’.  
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The application utilizes an algorithm that feeds users content that is specifically curated 

for them on what is called the FYP  or for you page—the very page the application opens 

to (Lutfiah and Sudarwati 2021, 366). In fact, TikTok’s parent company, ByteDance, 

defines itself mainly as an AI company (Herrman 2019). One of the contributing factors 

in what lands on one’s FYP is considered to be the user’s geographical location as 

ascertained by the application’s algorithm. This aspect of the platform is succinctly stated 

in the NYT article (Herrman 2019) quote, “Imagine a version of Facebook that was able 

to fill your feed before you’d friended a single person. That’s TikTok.”. Therefore, it is 

reasonable to assume most Finnish users will inevitably be ‘herded’ towards content 

somehow marked as Finnish aka. ‘SuomiTikTok’.  

2.4 The Finnish context 

Despite this thesis focusing on reactive comments made about language choices of users 

on a global social media platform, the aim is to examine specifically content and 

comments that appear on what is dubbed ‘SuomiTikTok’—essentially content deigned by 

the TikTok algorithm to be of interest to Finnish users of the platform. Thus, this section 

will discuss the relationship, attitudes, and policies Finnish people and institutions have 

with the English language. 

2.4.1 Attitudes on the use of English 

This section will briefly examine Finnish attitudes on the English language and its use in 

light of  two resources set some ten years apart: English in Finland: globalisation, 

language awareness and questions of identity (Taavitsainen and Pahta 2003) and 

National Survey on the English Language in Finland: Uses, meanings and attitudes 

(Leppänen et al. 2011).  

First and foremost, it stands to state, due to historical reasons, Finland has a rather unique 

language situation what with Finnish and Swedish both being official national languages 

equal in the eyes of the law (Taavitsainen and Pahta 2003, 4). Consequentially, as a 

nation, Finland is no stranger to societal multilingualism. Yet, the fact remains that though 

nowadays the Finnish speaking population is a clear majority, this was nowhere near the 

case in the languages’ history. In fact, historically there has been a conscious effort to 

develop the status of the Finnish language for it to be used in all spheres of society, high 

and low (Taavitsainen and Pahta 2003, 5). Subsequently, Taavitsainen and Pahta (2003, 
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10) report the existing dilemma between protecting the status of the Finnish language and 

recognizing the globalization-driven need to utilize the English language. 

Yet surveys from the early 2000s report that Finnish-English code-switching is present in 

youth language and jargon used in varying professions. In addition, proficiency in English 

is relatively high and increasing with the scale of an individual’s education. Finnish 

attitudes regarding English measured in surveys in the early 2000s reveal that nearly all 

respondents find English the second most important language to Finnish, recognizing its 

importance in spheres such as education, science, and business.  Though, it’s worth noting 

that older respondents differed in their attitude towards English citing the position of the 

language being too ‘dominant’. (Taavitsainen and Pahta 2003, 6-7).  

Leppänen et al. (2011) follows up with examining the use, status, and attitudes towards 

the English language according to Finns in the form of a national survey. This survey 

comes some ten years after Taavitsainen and Pahta’s (2003) article discussed above, and 

yet its results indicate that Finnish people still consider the most important foreign 

language to be English (Leppänen et al. 2011, 162). Leppänen et al. also see traces of the 

dilemma between a need to protect the status of the Finnish language—though mainly 

stemming from an institutional level— and the international potential the English 

language brings to speakers of such a small language reflected in their survey results. 

However, they report that 80 percent of respondents believe in the Finnish language and 

its status being stable, thus not considering the increasing presence of the English 

language as a threat (Leppänen et al. 2011, 159).  

In general, Finnish people seem to find English highly useful in accessing international 

communication. Leppänen et al. note that this is only natural as without harnessing 

foreign languages Finnish speakers would be virtually helpless in forging international 

contacts and participating in international communication (2011, 160). Thus, English 

language is taught rather extensively throughout all school levels in Finnish society, 

which is reflected in the survey results with 60 percent of respondents assessing 

themselves to have ‘good’ English skills, even though the same survey reveals Finns to 

use English sparsely compared to their EU citizen counterparts (Leppänen et al. 2011, 

160-162). 
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According to the National Survey on the English language in Finland (Leppänen et al. 

2011, 160), Finnish people tend to have rather liberal attitudes towards foreign languages 

and their study, which Leppänen et al. note as curious considering the then current debates 

revolving around the amount of space allotted for the mandatory learning of Finland’s 

second official language—Swedish—in the national curriculum. In fact, the multilingual 

potential stemming from a country with Finland’s linguistic reservoir has been somewhat 

squandered in the field of education as there is a stark tradition of schools being highly 

monolingual in teaching especially due to the creation of specifically Finnish speaking 

and specifically Swedish speaking schools (Ahlholm 2018; Martin 2016). Echoing this 

tradition is the notion that though being officially a bilingual society, partial competence 

of a foreign language has not been recognized as bilingualism or multilingualism in 

Finland. The accepted Finnish mentality regarding bilingualism and multilingualism 

stems from the ideal that puts emphasis on preferably equal ‘native-like’ skills across a 

speaker’s languages (Leppänen et al. 2011, 162-163). This mentality echoes fractional 

sentiments of how multilingual speech should sound, thus could encourage negative 

attitudes towards practisers of multilingual speech, who draw unevenly from their 

respective plurilingual resources. 

Despite the lack of official recognition of bi/multilingualism, Finnish people have ‘quite 

positive’ attitudes towards mixing English in with their first language. In fact, this type 

of FIN-ENG code-switching is described by Leppänen et al. to be rather fluent and 

frequent in informal spoken interactions. This is especially true among young, educated 

Finns particularly in urban areas, as English has been shown to have become a rather 

integral part of their lives, especially as a tool for identity construction (Leppänen et al. 

2011, 162-163). In fact, some English words have become so ingrained in the Finnish 

vocabulary, especially among young people, that using them would perhaps not be best 

described as fully fledged code-switching, but rather as the use of nativized pragmatic 

borrowings, of which a few salient examples (such as ‘pliis’, ‘oh my God’, and ‘about’) 

are discussed by Peterson (2017). Essentially, there is robust evidence of Finns effectively 

utilizing aspects of the English language to their communicational advantage, whether it 

is consciously recognized as multilingualism or not. The integral position of English as a 

foreign language resource is only intensified in the lives of Finnish youth with the 

opportunities CMC affords in new spaces for local and global interaction, where English 
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acts as the most practical choice for functional communication (Leppänen et al. 2011, 

163).  

The Finnish population is not purely homogenic in their attitudes and use of the English 

language, which can be seen in the threefold division (Leppänen et al. 2011, 164-166) 

have constructed on the basis of their National Survey. This division splits the 

respondents—aged 15 to 79— into three social groups dubbed as ‘Have-it-All’s, ‘Have’s, 

and ‘Have Not’s: The smallest of these groups is the ‘Have Not’s, accounting for 6 percent 

of the respondents. This group mainly consists of older people who live in sparsely 

populated areas, who see themselves as wholly monolingual individuals with little to no 

need for English in their lives. The second largest group—the ‘Have it All’s—is formed 

by 16 percent of the respondents, who report English to have a strong presence in their 

life, and of whom only 69 percent view themselves as strictly monolingual with the 

remaining 31 percent identifying as bi-multilingual. This group consists of mainly 

younger individuals with ties to higher education. The by far largest group is the ‘Have’s, 

who make up 62 percent of the respondents, who are best characterised as the most 

heterogenetic group simply fitting somewhere on a spectrum between the ‘Have it All’s 

and ‘Have Not’s.  

The National Survey (Leppänen et al. 2011) further reveals that Finns do not believe 

English will take over the Finnish language in the future, though they express 

expectations for the importance of the English language to grow especially among young 

people. In their concluding remarks of their survey results Leppänen et al. (2011, 167-

168) go on to speculate whether more Finnish people will begin to identify as multilingual 

speakers, using English in their everyday-interactions without considering English as 

something ‘foreign’.  

3 Methodology 

The primary aim of this thesis is to examine the nature of comments that question 

speakers’ language choices on the social media platform TikTok, specifically in cases of 

posts that exhibit code-switching and other types of language mixing typical for 

multilingual speakers. This aim is approached by first identifying TikTok posts that 

display instances of multilingual speech, and then proceeding to gather data of social 

media interactions wherein the original poster’s language choice is being questioned in 
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the comment section. Though TikTok is a worldwide platform and is bursting with 

instances of all varieties of multilingual speech, only comments on content with code-

switching in FIN-ENG/ENG-FIN will be gathered as data, namely in the interest of 

narrowing down the scope and context of the study. The secondary aim for this thesis is 

to find out whether the act of questioning a speaker’s language choice fits into the 

phenomenon defined as negatively marked online behavior. 

The methodology for conducting 

this study relies heavily on 

qualitative practices. This is due to 

the nature of the collected data, 

which consists of multiple social 

media comments that will be 

analysed individually through close 

reading. This allows for the 

emergence of patterns and 

categorizations to be drawn out of 

the data itself opposed to filtering 

the data through a pre-determined 

model. In addition to screening the 

data for common themes and 

features, the process of close 

reading/analysis of the individual 

comments will draw upon the 

previously introduced concept of 

face threatening acts and 

(im)politeness theory by (Culpeper, 

Bousfield, and Wichmann 2003), as 

presented in table 1. This is done to 

aid further characterizing of the 

nature of the comments and the 

strategies employed by commenters in questioning language choice. Taking into 

consideration concepts such as politeness, impoliteness, and identity work that are 

Bald on record 

impoliteness 

Impoliteness is deployed when much face is at 

stake and the speaker’s intention is to attack 

the face of the hearer. 

Positive 

impoliteness 

Using strategies that damage the hearer’s 

positive face wants (e.g., ignoring, excluding, 

inappropriate identity marker use, seek 

disagreement, make others feel uncomfortable, 

use taboo words) 

Negative 

impoliteness 

Using strategies that damage the hearer’s 

negative face wants (e.g., frighten, 

condescend, ridicule, invade other’s space, 

associate the other with negative aspect, block 

the other linguistically or physically) 

Sarcasm or 

mock politeness 

Use of politeness strategies that are obviously 

insincere (mock politeness for social 

disharmony) 

Withhold 

politeness 

Keep silent or fail to act when politeness 

would be expected/needed. 

Table 1: Adaptation of Culpeper's (1996) impoliteness 

superstrategies as summarized/adapted in (Culpeper, Bousfield, 

and Wichmann 2003, 1554-1555) 
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intrinsically ingrained in social media participation, will allow for a more well-rounded 

and cohesive mapping of emergent patterns in the data.   

The aims of this thesis are pursued by seeking answers to the following specific research 

questions: 

1.  What kind of comments are used in questioning language choice on TikTok’s 

multilingual content? 

2. What kind of… 

A) categorizable patterns emerge from comments that question language 

choice on TikTok’s multilingual content? 

B) impoliteness features are used in comments that question language 

choice on TikTok’s multilingual content? 

3. Can the act of questioning language choice be considered as negatively marked online 

behavior? 

3.1 Data & Data collection 

The final data for this study consist of seventy-five comments that have been posted in 

response to FIN-ENG code-switching on a handful of TikTok videos. The data collection 

for this study was done manually by searching for content centering around 

multilingualism among the Finnish TikTok community. Though some social media sites 

offer data mining opportunities for researchers in academia, the decision to approach the 

data collection manually was made due to the complex nature of multilingual language 

use and to the potentially wide range of types of responses it elicits. In addition, the 

author’s lack of technical knowledge regarding AI related intricacies of the chosen social 

media platform and the qualitative direction of analysis chosen for this study further 

justifies approaching the data collection manually. The methodology applied in this study 

is by its nature extant for the lack of any direct contact with participants, mainly because 

the study focuses on gathering and  analysing social media comments that exist 

independently of this study and have not been elicited explicitly through data gathering 

methods  (Salmons 2016, 15). Thus, to begin the data collection, certain requirements for 

desirable data were set: 
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With keeping in mind, the purpose of this study is to examine TikTok comments that 

question multilingual language use, the first requirement calls for the data to consist of 

comments that focus on language use(rs) rather than the topical content of the original 

post. The second requirement calls for the comments to pick at specific features of 

multilingual language use e.g., code-switching or translanguaging, or remark on the way 

multilingual language use(rs) comes across. The third requirement states that the 

comments must stem from videos that contain FIN-ENG/ENG-FIN multilingual speech.  

Adhering to the abovementioned requirements, the search for data took place through the 

implementation of the following approaches: 

1. Searching for videos by applying specific key words associated with FIN-

ENG/ENG-FIN multilingual language use in TikTok’s internal search function. 

2. Utilizing TikTok’s FYP algorithm, by ‘liking’ and engaging with all videos that 

exhibit FIN-ENG/ENG-FIN multilingual language use. 

This approach returned 75 individual comments that fit the criteria listed above. Each 

instance of data was documented by taking screenshots that contain both the text body 

of the comment and other accompanying data such as the number of likes said 

comment has received, the username of the commenter and the username of the 

original poster, whose content the comment was targeted at. Not all the information 

in these screenshots was utilized in the final analysis of the data.  

3.2 Ethical considerations 

Though considering numbers of ‘likes’ on specific comments or the implications a 

commenter’s username might have to context could provide for a more robust 

interpretation of the data, these details were eventually disregarded from the analysis 

as possible identifying markers. With accordance to the guidelines of TENK (The 

Finnish National Board on Research Integrity) and the GDPR (The General Data 

Protection Regulation crafted by the EU), careful consideration was taken in stripping 

the data from all and any identifiable markers it may have. For ethical purposes a 

conscious decision was thus made to anonymize the data by reducing it to transcribed 

versions of the comment’s text body (and emojis/emoticons) only, thus removing 

possible identifying markers such as usernames and timestamps in the name of 

anonymity. All the original posts –the TikTok videos the comments were aimed at—
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were treated with the same protocol, and their content beyond the use of multilingual 

language use will only be discussed in the analysis section within the frame of 

linguistically relevant information. 

4 Results & Analysis 

This section presents the results of the study and exhibits the patterns emerging from the 

data by providing and discussing relevant examples. As most of the data collected for this 

study is in varying forms of written Finnish, I will provide translations in italics for 

convenience. In fair warning, due to the nature of the data, examples may include 

explicit/taboo words, which will not be censored to preserve the authenticity of the data. 

As the research questions for this study direct the analysis to focus on ‘what kind’ of or 

types of comments can be found in the data, and whether they can further be considered 

as examples of negatively marked online behavior, the analysis begins first with broader 

considerations of the features and themes exhibited in the comments and then narrows 

down to examine the data from a politeness theory oriented perspective by utilizing 

theories by Brown and Levinson (1987) and Culpeper (1996). 

The application of close reading/analysis methods to the data reveals that most of the 

comments questioning language choice on TikTok’s multilingual content are inherently 

multifunctional. Considering this, it is imperative to note that the patterns of themes and 

features found in the data are not mutually exclusive, but rather multilayered and 

intertwined.  That being said, the initial round of close analysis simply focuses on 

grouping the comments into categories based on similar reoccurring prominent features, 

whether they be the type of action exhibited in a comment, a topic, a word, or a platform 

specific function. In accordance with the data driven approach taken towards the analysis, 

the categories are purely elicited from the data itself, and do not claim to adhere to any 

specific existing classification theory.  
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4.1 Categorizable features in the data 

Figure 1 displays four distinct types of features 

commonly found in the data. As the data consists 

of social media comments, it stands to be 

mentioned that one comment has the potential to 

exhibit one or more of the features found in figure 

1. The close analysis of the data suggests that the 

comments questioning language choice are by their 

features largely categorizable by the type of acts 

that are committed in them.  

4.1.1 Statements 

As indicated in figure 1, the most salient feature in 

terms of types of textual utterances is by far the use of statements, which appeared in the 

data 51 times. Admittedly, qualifying the use of statements as a feature initially returns a 

large and vague category of examples, however, the following examples from the 

statements category will provide useful in further analysis further illustrating the 

multifunctional nature of the comments. 

Examples of statements in data: 

A. Ruokatarvikkeille löytyy myös suomenkieliset nimet. → Finnish words for 

Groceries also exist. 

B. Sun ei tarvitse puhua näin. → You do not have to speak like this. 

C. toi suomi enkku sekotus ei toimi → that finnish english mixture does not work 

D. jos oikeesti puhuu tollee o vääräs maas → if you really speak like that, you’re 

in the wrong country 

E. Tää finglish rikkoo mun aivosoluja → This finglish is breaking my braincells 

As indicated by examples A—E, the content of the statements varies by topic and 

directness. In examples B and D, the commenters address the original poster directly with 

example B stating that the speaker does not have to speak like ‘this’ (code-switching 

between FIN/ENG), essentially insinuating that to the commenter ‘this’ is a nuisance and 

thoroughly unnecessary, and with example D stating that if one speaks like “that” (code-

switching between FIN/ENG), they are in the wrong country, thus assuming an awful lot 

about the original poster. In example D, it is reasonable to assume that the commenter is 
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Figure 1:Frequently emerging features in data 
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assuming the original poster resides in Finland, all the while rejecting the original poster’s 

right to this residence by questioning their language choice of code-switching. Similarly, 

example B could be interpreted as the commenter, in addition to finding the code-

switching unnecessary, assuming the original poster’s code-switching to be performative 

or possibly even unauthentic.  

On the other hand, examples A, C, and E appear to take distance from the original poster, 

but rather focus on addressing language, its functionality, and their own state of being as 

affected by the language of the original poster. Example A exhibits a statement that on 

the surface reads as rather neutral as it is true that the Finnish language has words for 

different food items. Yet, considering that the comment being directed towards a TikTok 

video with FIN/ENG code-switching, it is more likely that the commenter is questioning 

the original poster’s language choice to code-switch (albeit in a very indirect way), 

particularly their choice to use English words to describe food products. Example C 

directly addresses the functionality of mixing English and Finnish, by stating that such a 

mixture does not work. The comment focuses on the use of language and much like 

example A, does not directly address the agency of the original poster, yet by calling the 

functionality of code-switching into question, the impact of the statement is that of 

questioning the original poster’s choice to mix languages. Example E is perhaps the most 

removed from the original poster as it addresses the commenter’s own state of being with 

a rather colorful description of their ‘braincells breaking’ because of hearing FIN/ENG 

code-switching. Nonetheless, the comment still performs the function of questioning the 

original poster’s language choice as it insinuates that their chosen way of speaking goes 

against an (admittedly commenter subjective) standard, which causes considerable 

discomfort in the commenter. 

4.1.2 Commands 

The second most prominent feature exhibited in figure 1 is the use of commands with 17 

instances of them found in the data. Interestingly enough, commands are still not used 

even half as often as statements. However, the possibility of both a command and 

statements being used in one comment should not be overlooked. The close analysis 

reveals there to be clear patterns in the way commands are employed in questioning 

language choice of the original posters. The following examples illustrate the patterns as 

observed by the close analysis. 
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Examples of commands in data: 

F. puhu suomee  → speak finnish 

G. Shut the fuck up [in cursive] 

H. Puhu jompaakumpaa kieltä kuulostaa niin hirveeltä → Speak one or the 

other language sounds so horrible 

I. älä sekota kieliä → don’t mix languages 

 

As can be seen in the above examples F—I, the commands featured in the data focus on 

controlling the original poster’s language use. By dictating how the original poster should 

or should not speak, all the examples above perform the action of questioning language 

choice. Example F is a very direct command in which the commenter demands the 

original poster to speak Finnish, even though they are expressing their command on an 

inherently multilingual social media platform. Example H gives the original poster a bit 

more leeway in terms of agency as their comment commands the original poster to choose 

one of the languages they code-switch with instead of continuing to mix the two. Yet, this 

leeway is accompanied by the additional expression of disdain towards the mixed 

language variety indicated by the way the commenter laments on how horrible the original 

poster’s language choice sounds. Example I, much like H, commands the original poster 

not to mix languages, however the command is delivered much more explicitly and 

without any accompanying reasoning. Examples F, H, and I illustrate the main two 

patterns most commands in the data follow; the message is for the original poster to either 

speak a language dictated by the commenters or to choose one language they code-switch 

with and stick with it (thus forbidding the mixing of languages). 

 Example G exhibits a third type of command, that simply commands the original speaker 

to stay silent all together. The comment is an outlier in a couple ways as it is displayed in 

cursive font (which on a social media platform requires some additional effort to 

accomplish), it is delivered in a vulgar turn of phrase including the taboo word ‘fuck’, 

and perhaps most notably as it is delivered in English. It seems only fair to infer that to 

the commenter behind example G, even silence is preferred over code-switching. 
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4.1.3 Requests and Questions 

In addition to statements and commands, questions and requests prove to be reoccurring 

features in the data, but in comparison with commands and statements, they are clearly 

used less. The process of close analysis reveals there are nine instances of requests and 

five instances of questions used in the data, thus together they appear in the data 

approximately as often as commands.  Yet, as they are used by commenters distinctly 

alongside statements and direct commands, I have opted to showcase and analyse 

examples of both requests and questions in this section. 

Examples of requests and questions in data: 

J. voisko puhuu joko suomee tai enkku → could you speak either finnish or 

english 

K. puhu vaa suomee pliis → please just speak finnish 

L. puhu vaa pelkkää englantii pls → please only speak english 

M. onks toi fresh sun mielestä puhuu puoliks suomee ja puoliks enkkuu → do 

you find it fresh to speak half finnish and half english 

N. what in the finglish 

O. Miks pitää puhuu noi vituttavasti → why do you need to speak in such a 

fucking annoying way 

 

From the examples above, J—L contain requests and examples M—O contain questions. 

The analysis of requests in the data reveals that they are used very similarly to commands 

as far as their focus goes. Though they are phrased in a way that supposedly affords their 

recipients more agency than commands, the requests still question the original poster’s 

language choice by asking them to alter the way they speak. As with example H in 

commands, example J illustrates a request made by the commenter to speak either Finnish 

or English, thus expressing their displeasure with the code-switching exhibited by the 

original poster. Likewise, examples K and L resemble example F of the commands in that 

they directly request the original poster to speak a language (one only) chosen by the 

commenter. Interestingly enough, examples K and L both contain versions of the English 

word ‘please’, K in the nativized spelling discussed by Peterson (2017, 120–22), and L 

in the abbreviated form ‘pls’. Regardless of its nativized status, the use of the anglicized 

version ‘pliis’ and ‘pls’ (instead of the Finnish equivalent kiitos) in comments that directly 

question multilinguals’ language choice in mixing languages presents as a curious—if not 

ironic—finding.  
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The use of English words in otherwise Finnish comments while questioning 

multilinguals’ language choices, also appears in example M, in which the commenter 

questions the original poster on their language choices by asking if they find it ‘fresh’ 

(read: cool, hip) to code-switch between Finnish and English. This question suggests that 

the commenter assumes the original poster is using code-switching for popularity reasons 

and not because it is simply a natural way for a multilingual individual to speak.  

Example N, on the other hand, is one of the few comments written wholly in English. I 

have categorized it as a question despite it resembling a common English idiomatic form 

(what in the world, what in the hell, what in the Devil) as it quite literally performs the 

function of questioning the choice of code-switching between Finnish and English by 

completing the structure ‘what in the…’  with the pejorative term ‘Finglish’ (Grosjean 

2010, 52). As for example O, the commenter directly questions why the original poster 

must speak in a way that they describe with a Finnish taboo word “vituttava”. I elected to 

translate the notion as “fucking annoying” as I find this expression to carry both an 

equivalent force and connotation as the colloquial Finnish swear word. In any case, code-

switching has elicited a strong reaction from the commenter behind example O, and they 

have accordingly undermined the original poster’s language choice by questioning the 

necessity of its use and describing it in a derogatory way. 

The analysis of the features presented in figure 1 reveals that the use of different 

functional features in TikTok comments characterize different categorizable ways to 

question multilinguals’ language choices. The 

above analysis of statements, commands, 

requests, and questions also brushes over other 

commonly occurring instances occurring 

multifunctionally alongside them in the data. 

Hence, the following section will focus on 

commonly occurring patterns of themes revealed 

in the data.  

4.2 Categorizable themes in the data 

In addition to the types of functional features 

commonly emerging from the data, the close 
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Figure 2: Commonly occurring themes in data 
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analysis further reveals categorizable theme patterns present in the comments questioning 

language choice on TikTok’s multilingual content. These themes are versatile in scope 

but through close analysis I have elected to sort them into seven categories as displayed 

in figure 2. As per the requirements outlined for the data in section 3.1, these categories 

link towards the use of multilingual language features or otherwise draw attention to the 

multilingual content strictly because it deviates from a perceived monolingual standard. 

          Examples of themes in data: 

P. [user tagged] mua ärsyttää tää finglish/ this finglish annoys me [crying emoji 

x2] 

Q. [user tagged] finglihs 

R. Finlish 

S. sattuu kuunnella tätä → it hurts to listen to this 

T. suomessa ollaan ja suomea puhutaan :) → we are in finland and we speak 

finnish :) 

U. Toi kuulostaa oikeest vitu vammaselt miten sä et ite tajuu → That really 

sounds fucking retarded how do you not get it 

V. TOI ON NII FORCED/ THAT IS SO FORCED [skull&cross bones emoji] 

W. Tää myötiksen määrä sattuu fyysisesti. Pidä tyttö turpas kiinni tai puhu 

suomea. → This second-hand embarrassment hurts physically. Shut your 

mouth girl or speak finnish. 

X. Niin noloa että et puhu omaa äidinkieltäsi oikein. Siis läppänäkin huono. 

Lähinnä ärsyttävän kuuloista. → So embarrassing that you don’t speak your 

mother tongue correctly. It’s even a bad joke. Mainly it sounds annoying. 

Y. Suomi englanti yhdistelmä on ihan täyttä bullshittii → [The/a] Finnish 

english combination is complete bullshit 

The above examples P—Y all contain instances of common themes emerging in the data 

as exhibited in figure 2. These examples are especially practical in showcasing the 

multifunctional and overlapping nature of these themes, which is why instead of 

providing analysis individually one theme at a time, I will analyse them concurrently. 

The most salient thematic feature indicated by figure 2 is the dubbing of the original 

posters’ FIN/ENG code-switching as “finglish”. As established in the previous section, 

this term follows the tradition of pejorative naming practices for language mixtures. The 

use of the term “finglish” was already illustrated in examples E and N, however multiple 

comments in the data consist of only the pejorative term itself (in varying forms of 

spelling), occasionally accompanied by a negative emoji or the tagging of another user. 

Examples P, Q, and R illustrate three different variations of the pejorative naming practice 

for the mixture of Finnish and English. In example P, the commenter has tagged another 
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user (to alert said user to the post they are commenting on) to express their annoyance 

towards the original poster’s language choice both textually and by the use of not one, 

but two, crying emojis. Examples Q and R, on the other hand are simpler variations of 

the use of the term ‘finglish’ to express displeasure towards this mixture of languages. In 

example Q, the commenter has elected to tag another user to their comment comprising 

of the word ‘finglihs’, while in example R the comment is minimized to ‘Finlish’. 

As indicated by figure 2, the second most salient thematic features across the data are the 

tagging of other users into comments and the expressing of discomfort –either physical 

or mental—as the result of the original posters’ language choices. The tagging of other 

users, an act resembling the real life setting of pointing towards a deviation and screaming 

‘Hey come look at this!’, is already illustrated in examples P and Q in tandem with the 

most salient thematic feature of using the word ‘finglish’. However, expressing 

discomfort in questioning multilinguals’ language choices is depicted in examples R and 

W, in which the commenters go as far as to claim physical pain resulting from having 

been exposed to FIN/ENG code-switching. Whether or not these instances were simply 

meant as colorful figures of speech, claiming discomfort is a rhetorical feature that occurs 

often enough in the data for it to be taken to account in investigating the nature of 

questioning language choice online. 

Notions of nation(ality) and critique directed towards the way code-switching sounds 

make up for a significant portion of thematically reoccurring instances as can be seen 

depicted in figure 2. The close analysis shows eight mentions of nation or nationality and 

seven mentions addressing the way an original poster’s chosen language sounds across 

the data.  Example T embodies the spirit of most mentions of nation(ality) found in the 

data. Though TikTok is a worldwide social media platform, comments that address 

nationality or nation in response to FIN/ENG multilingual TikTok content, much like in 

example T, take a position of assuming a variety of details concerning the original posters’ 

physical whereabouts and linguistic repertoire. Demands for the original posters to speak 

Finnish simply because their content is pushed towards Finnish users of TikTok by its 

algorithm, appears to be creating a false equivalence between physical nationality as it 

pertains to language and one’s online presence and identity.  

When it comes to questioning language choice on TikTok’s multilingual content by 

complaining about the way a given variety of code-switching sounds, examples U and V 
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are particularly useful in illustrating the phenomenon because they exhibit the type of 

multifunctionality that characterises the overall results of this study. First, looking at 

example V, the quality of code-switching is described as ‘forced’, essentially artificial or 

unnatural sounding. This line of critique echoes the outdated views on code-switching 

that view monolingualism as the standard (Grosjean 1989).  Yet, as with previous 

examples, this comment questioning the mixture of Finnish and English appears to be 

mixing the two languages within itself. Example U also complains about the way the 

original poster’s chosen language variety sounds but takes it a step further than example 

V by using taboo words in describing the language used by the original poster to sound 

‘fucking retarded’. Setting aside the shock value impact of these taboo words, the 

commenter goes on to not only question the choice to code-switch, but also questions 

how the original poster cannot see that the way they have chosen to speak comes across 

perverse.   

The remaining two categories listed in figure 2 are the mentions of shame/embarrassment 

and addressing language functionality. These themes can be seen in examples W, X, and 

Y. Examples W and X illustrate the way in which evoking or assigning 

shame/embarrassment is used in questioning the original poster’s language choice. In the 

multifunctional example W, the commenter informs the original poster that their language 

choice has caused such second-hand embarrassment that it physically hurts. This already 

signals that the original poster should feel shame for their language choices but also for 

making the commenter feel uncomfortable. Furthermore, the commenter behind example 

W combines this evocation of shame with a command that simultaneously works as an 

ultimatum in which they refer to the original poster condescendingly as ‘girl’ and demand 

the original poster either speak Finnish or shut up. Another instance of the theme of 

shame/embarrassment emerging in the data is evident in example X, where the 

commenter directly states that it is embarrassing that the original poster does not speak 

their mother tongue properly. By doing this, the commenter presumes to know the original 

poster’s linguistic background and proceeds to shame them accordingly. In example X, 

the theme of shame is employed in collaboration with critiquing the way the original 

poster’s chosen language variety sounds, thus characterizing the entire comment as 

multifunctional. This ties in with example Y, which is illustrative of the remaining theme 

categorized in figure 2, namely functionality, which does not only focus on the way a 

given mixture of language sounds, but instead simply deigns it functionally inefficient for 
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communication. Yet, by stating that the mixture of Finnish and English is ‘complete 

bullshit’, the commenter behind example Y, questions mixing languages by mixing 

languages and using taboo words. 

4.3 Impoliteness in questioning language choice 

As described in the methodology section, the analysis 

includes the investigation of the use of face threatening 

acts—as  described by Brown and Levinson (1987)—

found implemented in the data. As indicated in figure 3, 

the close analysis reveals the data to contain a nearly 

equal number of FTAs directed towards the original 

poster’s positive and negative faces with the former 

tallying at 38 instances and the latter at 35 instances. 

This indicates that in questioning multilingual speakers’ 

language choice on ‘SuomiTikTok’ both strategies of 

limiting independence/ blocking linguistic agency and rejecting/alienating are 

implemented by commenters.  

4.3.1 Characterizing strategies of 

impoliteness in the data 

As directed by research question 2 B, the aim of 

analysing the data through politeness theory is 

finding out what types of impoliteness features 

appear in comments that question language choice 

on TikTok’s multilingual content. While 

recognizing instances of both negatively and 

positively directed face threatening acts in the data 

reveals that both are utilized in questioning 

language choice nearly equally, this does not 

provide characterization of impoliteness features 

beyond the positive/negative dichotomy. Thus, I 

have opted to utilize Culpeper’s (1996) 
Figure 4: Instances of Culpeper's (1996) 

impoliteness strategies in the data 
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categorization of impoliteness strategies in further detailing the nature of impoliteness 

features in the data. 

Figure 4 displays the instances of different impoliteness strategies as categorized by 

Culpeper (1996) detected in the close reading of the data. By applying Culpeper’s 

impoliteness superstrategies (Culpeper 1996) to the categorization of the instances of face 

threatening acts detected in the close reading, we can observe that the act of questioning 

language choice taps into all but one of the superstrategies—withholding politeness. As 

indicated by table 1, Culpeper defines withholding politeness as the lack of polite action 

when it would be needed or expected. Thus, the lack of this impoliteness strategy in the 

data is completely rational as the data is comprised of TikTok comments in which 

multilingual language choices are questioned. The very act of questioning language 

choice requires active participation, which automatically excludes instances of 

withholding politeness from the data pool. 

As for the other four impoliteness strategies 

defined by Culpeper (1996), the close analysis 

reveals 17 instances of positive impoliteness, 11 

instances of negative impoliteness, 6 instances of 

sarcasm or mock politeness, and 7 instances of 

bald on record impoliteness. These instances are 

depicted proportionally percentagewise in figure 

5, which further helps illustrate the impoliteness 

strategies commenters use in questioning 

language choice. 

4.3.2 Bald on record impoliteness 

As summarized in table 1, Culpeper defines 

bald on record impoliteness as a strategy that directly intends to attack the recipient 

specifically when ‘much face is at stake’ or when face is not irrelevant. Some instances 

of bald on record impoliteness can be illustrated with examples familiar from previous 

sections. Such is the case with example W, which was previously utilized in section 4.2 

in demonstrating the theme of shame/embarrassment being used in questioning language 

choice.  

Figure 5: Instances of impoliteness strategies 

employed in data as percentages 
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W. Niin noloa että et puhu omaa äidinkieltäsi oikein. Siis läppänäkin 

huono. Lähinnä ärsyttävän kuuloista. → So embarrassing that you don’t 

speak your mother tongue correctly. It’s even a bad joke. Mainly it sounds 

annoying. 

I consider example W demonstrative of bald on record impoliteness as it directly 

addressess the original poster on a public platform by implicitly assigning shame and 

calling out lacking abilities in the context of the original speaker’s mother tongue, a topic 

which is personal and instrumental in one’s identity construction. Furthermore, the 

commenter leaves no room for misinterpertations or for the original poster to save face 

by taking the comment with a grain of salt, as the commenter continues by asserting that 

code-switching , even if done tongue-in-cheek, is in no way amusing. The commenter 

finishes by stating that the original poster’s language choice does nothing but sounds 

annoying.  What sets this comment apart from others in the data that could be considered 

acts of bald on record impoliteness is that it is delivered without taboo words or vulgar 

language, it does not resort to name-calling, and it is written in standard grammar. This 

fits with Culpeper’s assertion that bald on record FTAs must be delivered directly, clearly 

and without ambiguity (Culpeper 1996, 356). 

While differing from example W, I consider the following two comments from the data 

to also pertain instances of bald on record impoliteness. 

Z. puhu suomee toi on vitu vammasta sekottaa kahta kieltä → speak finnish 

it’s fucking retarded to mix two languages 

AA. turpa kii joko puhut vaa yhtä kieltä tai et puhu ollenkaa → shut up 

either you speak only one language or you don’t speak at all 

Both examples Z and AA are commands but differ in the way they intend to aggravate 

the original poster. In example Z the commenter issues a direct command to the original 

poster to speak Finnish while stating that mixing languages is ‘fucking retarded’. The use 

of taboo words and the associating of code-switching with slow mental, emotional, and/or 

physical development adds to the baldness in the attempt to aggravate the original poster. 

On the other hand, in example AA, the commenter also issues a direct command to speak 

only one language but begins the comment exceptionally baldly by directing the original 

poster to shut up. In addition, the commenter also imposes an ultimatum, in which they 

demand the use of one language only or complete silence. Yet in either example, the 
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commenters are in no place to issue commands let alone enforce ultimatums. Thus, the 

comments come across particularly bald in their impoliteness. 

4.3.3 Sarcasm and mock politeness 

Culpeper defines sarcasm and mock politeness as an impoliteness strategy in which FTAs 

seem polite on the surface level, but come across as insincere, thus allowing the recipient 

to infer the intended meaning of the notion (Culpeper 1996, 356). I have selected the 

following comments from the data to showcase how instances of sarcasm and mock 

politeness are used in questioning language choice on TikTok’s multilingual content. 

BB. okei mut can sä choose mitä kieltä aiot speak jos know mitä mean → 

okay but can you choose which language you will speak in if you know what I 

mean 

CC. mutta kyllähä se niiku sounds like iha vitun tyhmältä you know → but 

surely it like sounds completely fucking stupid you know 

DD. suomessa ollaan ja suomea puhutaan :) →  we are in finland and we 

speak finnish :) 

EE.       mitä kieltä tämä on? → what language is this? 

The phenomenon of commenters questioning TikTok users’ choice to mix languages 

(FIN/ENG) by using comments in which they themselves draw upon English words or 

phrases has constantly come up in the data analysis. At first glance, example BB may 

appear similar to said phenomenon, yet I would argue that example BB is an attempt by 

the commenter to imitate the original poster’s code-switching while simultaneously 

requesting the original poster to choose which language they speak. The juxtaposition of 

the overt use of a multilingual language feature which they are simultaneously criticizing 

indicates the use of sarcasm. This is mirrored in example CC, which, regardless of the 

underlying message, is remarkably similar to example BB in the way sarcasm is utilized 

as an impoliteness strategy. While example BB poses a request, example CC puts forth a 

statement, yet both examples end in a typical tag question ‘you know’. Both examples 

question language choice by the actions they take, but clearly use the additional 

impoliteness feature of sarcasm in the way they choose to imitate code-switching in a 

very stereotypical and artificial manner. 

Examples DD and EE, on the other hand, also exhibit the use of sarcasm and mock 

politeness in questioning language choice, but the mock politeness could perhaps be 

considered less overt compared to the examples relying on imitation. Example DD has 
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been previously discussed in section 4.2 in relation to the theme of nation(ality), as the 

comment seems to draw on the idea of nation and nationality in justifying the questioning 

of the original poster’s language choice. In terms of sarcasm or mock politeness, example 

DD reads extremely polite –bordering on helpful—on the surface however, considering 

the context it is in response to, the statement is rather on the nose. Not only does the 

commenter assume to share the original poster’s physical location, but they also seem to 

equivalate the online space ‘Suomitiktok’ (which is driven by an algorithm) with the 

physical location of Finland. Moreover, the use of the emoticon ‘:)’ adds a passive 

aggressive feel to the statement. So, while the comment does not directly call out the 

original poster’s language choice, it does question it by making a sarcastically polite 

statement to undermine the original poster’s choice to use both English and Finnish. 

Example EE exhibits a comment that poses a bad faith question, which reads very 

insincere, thus exemplifying sarcasm in questioning language choice. By asking ‘what 

language is this?’, in response to a multilingual TikTok post with code-switching, 

highlights to the original poster that they are expected to speak ‘a language’ (opposed to 

two) and draws attention to the mixing of languages in a negative way. 

4.3.4 Positive impoliteness 

Positive impoliteness is defined by Culpeper to be an impoliteness strategy that focuses 

on attacking the recipient’s positive face wants and needs (Culpeper, Bousfield, and 

Wichmann 2003, 1555), which have been detailed in table 1. Essentially the core of 

positive face wants/needs is rooted in a sense of being understood, heard, and validated 

as a part of a given community. As indicated in figure 4, positive impoliteness is the most 

utilized impoliteness feature in the data.  The following comments are representative of 

instances of positive impoliteness used in varying ways as a strategy in questioning 

multilinguals’ language choices on TikTok.  

FF.           Jos oot natiivi suomalainen, et ikinä tuu löytää sanoja helpommin 

englanniks ku suomeks → If you’re a native Finnish person, you will never 

find words easier in English than in finnish 

GG. jos oikeesti puhuu tollee o vääräs maas → if you really speak like that 

you’re in the wrong country 

HH. Nyt saatana lopetat ton kielen → Stop that language now God damn it 

Example FF illustrates the use of positive impoliteness as it directly disagrees with the 

original poster and negates their lived experience. By claiming that a native Finnish 
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person would never be able to draw upon English with more ease than Finnish, the 

commenter is reacting to the original poster’s choice to code-switch very 

unsympathetically. Admittedly, it is not entirely clear what the commenter is referring to 

by using the phrase ‘native Finnish person’ as it could be inferred as a native speaker of 

Finnish but also as a person born and raised in Finland. Regardless, the commenter is 

ignoring the existence of multilingual and multicultural individuals within the Finnish 

context. Thus, the questioning of language choice is achieved by excluding the original 

poster from this category ‘native Finnish person’ due to their choice to code-switch 

between Finnish and English. The comment in example GG is thematically similar to 

example FF as they both reference nation and nationality. In fact, both comments are 

stated as conditionals, which further adds to their similarity. Interestingly, example GG 

performs the action of rather overtly excluding and dissociating the original poster from 

the inferred country, as defined by the commenter, based solely on their language choice 

to code-switch. While it is not clear as to which country the commenter is referring to, it 

is appropriate to assume it is Finland, which indicates that to this commenter, code-

switching is not something inherent to their country. These two comments have utilized 

the notions of rejection, excluding, and disagreement in applying positive impoliteness 

strategies in questioning language choice. Example HH exhibits a different approach of 

positive impoliteness. Namely, the comment contains a taboo word, which is explicitly 

considered as a feature of positive impoliteness.  

4.3.5 Negative impoliteness 

The strategy of negative impoliteness relies on executing FTAs that are aimed at the 

recipient’s negative face wants/needs. Negative face needs as defined by Brown and 

Levinson (1987) revolve around an individual’s need for independence and agency. 

Culpeper considers these FTAs to include things such as scorning, condescending, 

ridiculing, associating the other with negative aspects, and blocking the other by taking 

space linguistically or physically (Culpeper, Bousfield, and Wichmann 2003, 1555). The 

following examples showcase comments that question language choice of TikTok’s 

multilingual content by utilizing negative politeness. 

II. Ku opit vähä puhuu enkkuu ja aattelet et se on coolein asia ikin → When 

you learn a bit of english and you think it’s the coolest thing ever 

JJ. Joo täkin asunut 2 viikkoa jenkissa... → Yeah another one who’s lived in the 

States for 2 weeks… 
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Initially, it should be noted that both examples II and JJ imply that English is a foreign 

aspect that has been adopted by the original posters the comments are addressed to. In 

fact, both comments seem to be inferring that by code-switching the original posters are 

‘showboating’ instead of just speaking as a multilingual individual. First, in example II 

the commenter describes a scenario in which they suggest the original poster has learned 

a bit of English and now thinks it’s the coolest thing ever. By doing this the commenter 

assigns an ulterior motive for the original poster’s code-switching, thus questioning their 

language choice, but also ridiculing them by calling the authenticity of their language use 

into question. Then in example JJ, the commenter is seemingly agreeing with their own 

assumption that based on their code-switching, the original poster is just another person 

who has lived in the States for a measly two weeks. Essentially, the commenter assigns a 

rather condescending characterization to the original poster merely based on their 

presumptions about the reasoning behind their language choices. 

4.4 Summarising the results 

Considering the research questions, the overall analysis of the data and results reveals that 

the nature of comments that question language choice on TikTok’s multilingual content 

is simply not unambiguous. Yet, the results illustrate a clear set of recognizable patterns 

of features and themes that are used multifunctionally in collaboration with each other on 

multiple layers. Comments questioning language choice are mostly formatted as 

statements and/or commands. However, both requests and questions are also used, though 

admittedly much less. Analysing the data for instances of face threatening acts reveals 

that impoliteness is a key element in questioning language choice. The further analysis of 

the data for instances of impoliteness strategies illustrates the approaches that are taken 

in executing FTAs favor positive impoliteness and negative impoliteness in questioning 

language choice. However, instances of bald on record impoliteness and sarcasm in the 

data prove to be successful in questioning language choice, especially when deployed 

alongside other features prevalent in the data. While these findings satisfy the aims of 

research questions 1 and 2A/B, they do not provide a direct answer to research question 

3, which asks whether questioning language choice could be considered as negatively 

marked online behavior. This question will be addressed in the following discussion 

section along with other relevant issues prompted by the results and the analysis process. 
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5 Discussion 

The results of this study provide a tentative characterization of the comments that question 

language choice on TikTok’s (FIN/ENG) multilingual content. While the scope of this 

study is narrowed to the examination of the nature of comments questioning language 

choice on one particular social media platform performed by a linguistically/culturally 

specific group of its users, the results still make for relevant points of discussion in the 

larger frame of questioning language choice online. Thus, in this section I will discuss the 

findings of the study in light of the third research question, address topical themes from 

the results in relation to existing research, consider the limitations, and review the quality 

of this study. 

5.1 Questioning language choice—Negatively marked online behavior? 

Demonstrated by the analysis of the results, it is evident that multilingual speech on 

TikTok receives negative feedback, much of which either directly or by inference 

questions language choices of multilingual speakers. Additionally, across the 75 

comments compiled in the data, the analysis reveals 73 instances of FTAs as characterized 

by Brown and Levinson (1987). There is a considerable presence of impoliteness 

detectable in the act of questioning language choice, directed towards multilingual 

speakers’ positive and negative face wants. 

 One of the aims of this study is to evaluate whether the act of questioning language choice 

could be considered as negatively marked online behavior. The results indicate the 

comments questioning language choice on TikTok’s multilingual content reflect key 

elements (anonymity, meaning, and format) Claire Hardaker (2017) assigns to NMOB. 

The platform of TikTok allows commenters extensive anonymity, which, as previous 

research shows, tends to condition users to care less about upholding mutual face 

(Hoffmann and Bublitz 2017, 493, 497). The sheer number of FTAs detected in the data 

seems to support this assertion. In terms of meaning, the amount of meaning carried out 

by an interaction is limited by the platform-imposed character limits in comments and 

time limits in audiovisual content imposed by TikTok platform functions. Another feature 

affecting the transference of meaning specific to TikTok is the space available for users 

to compile their platform profile. TikTok accounts allow users to share very little 

information on their profiles, but rather offer users the opportunity to insert links to their 
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other social media profiles. Considering these conditions, it is extremely plausible that 

the only information the average commenter gains about the users whose language choice 

they question is directly inferred from the multilingual content they are responding to. As 

Hardaker (Hardaker 2017, 497) notes, the less meaning that is transferred in an 

interaction, the more misunderstandings rooted in misinterpreted inferences (leading to 

NMOB) occur. The format in which these comments are deployed is dependant on 

platform specifications. TikTok comments are visible to all users who can view the 

original content that they are in response to. Thus, the comments could potentially be 

exposed to a rather large number of users, increasing the likelihood for further comments 

both agreeing and dissenting to participate.  

Finally, the larger defining feature of negatively marked online behavior is that it 

explicitly comes across as socially inappropriate or undesirable by disrupting social 

cohesion. In addition to the key elements attributed to NMOBs, the data gathered for this 

study clearly exhibits multiple instances of face threatening acts that consistently disrupt 

social cohesion by putting the original posters’ face at stake. In light of these findings, I 

consider the act of questioning language choice online, specifically on the social media 

platform TikTok, to fulfil the defining criteria of negatively marked online behavior. 

5.2 Questioning language choice on TikTok considering the Finnish 

context 

As indicated in section 2.4, the English language has had a presence in Finland as a 

foreign language as a tool for international communication, a facet of popular culture, and 

increasingly, as a defining feature of youth culture.  A national survey by Leppänen et al. 

(2011) reports that Finns, while on a societal level are lacking official recognition of 

bi/plurilingualism, veer towards positive attitudes when it comes to mixing their first 

language with English. In examining the results of this study, multiple instances, in which 

a comment seemingly questioning an original poster’s language choice to code-switch 

between Finnish and English, would use English words (such as ‘fresh’, ‘bullshit’, and 

‘forced’) in mix with Finnish, stand out as peculiar. Admittedly, this phenomenon stands 

out specifically because it seems internally contradictory, yet it is evocative of the type 

of mixing of languages, which Leppänen et al. (2011, 162-163) describes as happening 

frequently in informal communication situations. As noted by Peterson (2017, 117), this 

kind of utilizing of English resources by Finnish speakers, particularly in cases of 
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pragmatic borrowings, does not depend on an individuals plurilingualism or individuals 

identifying as multilingual. It is rather more likely that it results from the central status of 

the English language as part of societal multilingualism.  

Interestingly, the results indicate that FIN/ENG multilingual content on TikTok receives 

a considerable amount of negative feedback predominantly from (presumably) Finnish 

commenters in the form of questioning language choice. This is not in concordance with 

the findings of the National survey on the English language in Finland as reported by 

Leppänen et al. (2011). Though Leppänen et al. (2011, 163) acknowledge that Finns are 

not unanimous in their attitudes towards English –an observation expressed by the 

lingering association of English with something ‘foreign’—they present the attitudes of 

Finns regarding English as mainly positive and utilitarian, particularly when 

communicating on online spaces. Considering the lingua franca status of English, 

utilizing it alongside one’s first language on a multilingual international social media 

platform such as TikTok, should theoretically not be such a controversial language 

choice. In fact, it could be considered as an efficient communication strategy.  

Still, the response to FIN/ENG code-switching observed in this study paints a much 

bleaker, unaccepting, picture of the attitudes Finns express towards mixing Finnish and 

English than that reported by previous studies discussed in this thesis. However, the acts 

of questioning language choice analysed in this study have been posted on social media, 

which affords the commenters a veil of anonymity. As discussed in previous sections, this 

could provide commenters with the conditions to express their feelings towards code-

switching more freely without having to worry about maintaining politeness expectations. 

On the other hand, it could be possible that the negative –at times rather strong—reactions 

to code-switching as exhibited through the questioning of language choice are resulting 

from a combination of contextual variables that have been absent or not considered in the 

previous studies. 

5.3 Language choice online—a touchy subject? 

It is important to acknowledge the intense nature in which many of the comments 

questioning TikTok’s multilingual creators’ language choices are delivered. Code- 

switching between Finnish and English in TikTok videos appears to elicit rather strong 

negative reactions from users within the observed community. In light of previous 
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research, the use of English alongside one’s first language is fairly common on online 

platforms, as English functions as a shared communication language (Lee 2015; 

Warschauer, Said, and Zohry 2002). Yet, the patterns of thematic features evident in the 

data suggest that the concept of language choice and using mixed languages, as perceived 

online, tap into something perhaps best described as ‘protected’ territory. These strong 

reactions are indicated by the reoccurring notions and themes embedded into questioning 

language choice; mentions of discomfort (physical and/or mental), mentions of nation or 

nationality, concerns for functionality, and assigning shame and embarrassment. These 

notions in the data appear connected to FTAs, which according to Locher and Bolander 

(2017, 413) are directly linked to identity construction via facework. Moreover, Lee 

(2015, 123) points out that language choice and the decision to code-switch are used as 

resources in both positioning and performing one’s online identity. Thus, the act of 

questioning language choice online could also be considered as an act of questioning the 

much larger construct of identity as much of one’s online presence is constructed through 

language use.  

George Yule’s description of face being “[an]  emotional and social sense of self—(Yule 

2016, 375)” sheds additional light to the intensity of the responses exhibited in comments 

questioning TikTok’s multilingual content. While multilingual speakers may be 

constructing their online identity and positioning themselves into a multilingual social 

media platform through facework, the choice to code-switch may come across as face 

threatening towards those whose identity construction rejects the notion of 

multilingualism.  In the case of TikTok, this may be highlighted by the platform algorithm 

pushing all content associated with Finland and Finnish to all presumed Finnish users, 

without making distinctions between those who identify as multi/monolingual. 

Admittedly, the reality of TikTok is intrinsically multilingual and multicultural, and while 

the platform attempts to feed users content it perceives appropriate, it does not appear to 

curate content to monolingual standards.  

Negatively marked online behavior being associated with frequent incorrect inferences is 

particularly useful in contemplating the reasons for expressions of questioning language 

choice particularly when considering instances such as those depicted in examples M, II, 

and JJ, in which commenters insinuate or assign supposed reasons for the original posters’ 

code-switching. While English in Finland has traditionally been associated with 
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international communication, particularly in the spheres of business and research 

(Taavitsainen and Pahta 2003), many of the comments analysed in this study find mixing 

the language with Finnish as performative and inauthentic. I would argue that this builds 

into the notion that the choice to code-switch between Finnish and English is at times 

seen as an attempt to feign features of popular culture. Notably, this assumption fails to 

consider that while situational context must be considered in language choice, code-

switching is a natural part of multilingual speech. If code-switching is perceived or 

incorrectly inferred as a performance by other TikTok users, it could possibly prompt 

strong emotionally loaded responses seen across the data. Though strong reactions to 

code-switching in general are by no means a new phenomenon (Grosjean 2010, 52) it is 

worth considering why monolingual speech still appears to be clawing onto its grip of 

being the standard, let alone, on such a multilingually characterized platform as TikTok. 

5.3.1 Monolingual demands on a multilingual platform 

Throughout this thesis I have argued that the internet has no official language, thus 

making it a theoretically productive space for multilingual speech to thrive in. While the 

internet was created by relying on the English language (Flammia and Saunders 2007), 

studies show that the linguistic landscape of the internet has continuously diversified 

(Crystal 2011; Lee 2015). Some issues specifically  pertaining to rarer languages such as 

Welsh (Cunliffe, Morris, and Prys 2013) exist in the availability of readily translated 

versions of varying social media platforms. TikTok, admittedly, has a Finnish version of 

their downloadable application, though the quality of its translations is sometimes 

questionable. In some ways this might lower the bar for users to create Finnish content as 

well as validate the space Finnish has on the social media platform.  

On the other hand, the availability of the TikTok platform in Finnish in combination with 

the AI that caters content curated based on assumptions it makes about users, could distort 

the perceptions of TikTok’s userbase in relation to national identity/ physical nationality 

and linguistic expectations. Instances of assuming the nationality and/or physical location 

or first language(s) of users posting multilingual content catered by the application to 

‘SuomiTikTok’, were prevalent enough across the data to constitute as a categorizable 

thematic feature. It is plausible that the highlighting of nationality in the grouping of users 

by the platform could emphasise a sense of national identity in which expectations of 

linguistic homogeneity are heightened. Determining, whether this could partially account 
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for the comments setting monolingual demands in response to FIN/ENG code-switching 

on TikTok’s multilingual content, would require further platform specific research. Still, 

the results of this study indicate a pattern of attacking multilinguals’ linguistic agency 

through questioning language choice, and of rejecting multilingual speech/speakers from 

a perceived online space. 

5.4 Considering the limitations and quality of this study 

Though careful consideration has gone into planning and carrying out this study, it is 

admittedly not without its limitations. First and foremost, it is imperative to acknowledge 

the highly contextual and in flux nature that is associated with both qualitative studies 

and the field of CMC. The analysis of the gathered data is intrinsically tied to the context 

it was gathered from, thus the results from this study are not as themselves directly 

generalizable to all instances of code-switching online. The decision to concentrate on 

questioning language choice on TikTok’s FIN/ENG multilingual content in relation to 

politeness and the construction of online identity through facework, understandably also 

narrows the focus in analysing the data. However, for the purposes of this study, it was 

necessary to limit the range of focus due to time and resource related constraints.  

Considering the focus of this study, it should be said that themes such as identity and 

politeness are incredibly multifaceted and the way they are viewed and understood may 

vary between cultures and even between different fields of academic research. Thus, I 

find it necessary to acknowledge that while my approach to research and analysis in this 

study has been exploratory and emergent, I do recognize that the theoretical framework 

influencing this study is built on mainly westernized notions of said complex concepts. 

TikTok being a relatively novel social media platform proved to be challenging in terms 

of compiling a contextually comprehensive theoretic frame. Though the rather unique 

social media platform has gained an impressive number of users in a rather short time, 

linguistically driven research focusing on TikTok as a medium of language is 

unfortunately lacking. This limits the ability to rely and refer upon precedence as it 

pertains to linguistic research conventions on TikTok. Additionally, due to the lack of AI 

related know-how on the author’s part, the data from TikTok was gathered manually. 

While the strategy behind data gathering consisted of searching for videos by applying 

specific key words associated with FIN-ENG/ENG-FIN multilingual language use in 
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TikTok’s internal search function and utilizing TikTok’s FYP algorithm, by ‘liking’ and 

engaging with all videos exhibiting FIN-ENG/ENG-FIN multilingual language use, there 

is no guarantee that another researcher from another location would be fed the same 

content by the algorithm as result of these strategies.  

Even though social media is often considered as ‘free reign’, considering the possible 

ethical implications a study might have, is standard practice in the qualitative field of 

research (Heigham and Croker 2009). Because the sample population for this study is 

particularly small, special care needed to be taken to ensure that any identifying details 

about commenters or their online identities were not exposed in discussing their TikTok 

comments. This resulted in some limitations in analysing certain platform specific 

functions in the data.  

In response to the limitations discussed above, I have taken certain steps to ensure the 

overall quality and credibility of this study. Regardless of the literature gap in linguistic 

research on TikTok, I have consulted multiple facets of previous research regarding 

CMC, Multilingualism, Politeness theory, and identity construction, and constructed a 

detailed and comprehensive theoretical framework, in which to situate this study within. 

Furthermore, choosing an exploratory and emergent methodological approach to the 

research allows for flexibility in the analysis and accounts for the lack of precedent e.g., 

regarding research protocol on TikTok. In reporting the methodology and analysis 

sections of this thesis, I have strived to set clearly defined criteria for acceptable data and 

to describe the data gathering and close analysis processes in enough detail that, if 

necessary, the process could be replicated or adapted in future research. I have illustrated 

the results of the study both visually and textually by providing figures that detail findings 

emergent in the data. Subsequentially, I have provided a sufficient variety of transcribed 

examples to complement and support the cohesion of my analysis of the data. Finally, I 

have, in every step of this study, acknowledged that applying qualitative methods in 

researching a topic that is shadowed contextually by a gap in CMC literature, will result 

in contextually relevant results. However, rather than view this as a pure limitation, I 

consider this study to have merit beyond the generalizability of its results. In fact, the 

results and analysis prompt ample topics of discussion and provide potential themes for 

further research in regard to multilingual language use and its associated perceptions on 

TikTok. 
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6 Conclusion 

The general aim of this thesis has been to examine instances of questioning language 

choice in response to FIN/ENG multilingual content on the social media platform TikTok. 

More specifically, this thesis focuses on performing qualitative analysis of said instances 

to find out what kind of comments and what kind of impoliteness strategies are used in 

the act of questioning language choice on TikTok. Additionally, this study has aimed to 

investigate whether acts of questioning language choice on TikTok constitute as 

negatively marked online behavior. The qualitative close analysis of the data provides a 

tentative framework of the nature of comments questioning language choice in response 

to multilingual content on TikTok. The main findings characterize comments questioning 

language choice on TikTok as above all multifunctional as many of the emerging 

categorizable patterns of reoccurring features are often intertwined and multilayered. The 

main categorizable features in comments questioning language choice are emergent in 

the salient use of statements and commands in much larger numbers than other emergent 

speech acts such as questions and requests. Thematically the main findings show 

reoccurring categorizable instances of addressing the functionality and sound of code-

switching, using the pejorative term ‘finglish’, complaints of physical and mental 

discomfort, inviting other users to observe the multilingual content perceived as an 

oddity, assigning shame/embarrassment, and lastly, mentioning nation(ality).   

The analysis of the data in light of politeness theory and FTAs reveals that comments 

questioning language choice on TikTok are riddled with both positively and negatively 

directed FTAs in equal numbers. Further analysis of the data considering impoliteness 

strategies as defined by Culpeper (1996) reveals the most prominent impoliteness strategy 

applied in the data to be positive impoliteness, followed by negative impoliteness, bald 

on record impoliteness, and mock politeness or sarcasm. Due to the nature of the data, no 

instances of Culpeper’s fifth category, withholding politeness, were emergent. 

Considering these findings and the typical characteristics of NMOBs as listed by 

Hardaker (Hardaker 2017), it is rather clear that these acts of questioning language choice 

on TikTok’s multilingual content constitute as negatively marked online behavior.  

The findings of this study suggest a need for further investigation into the act of 

questioning multilinguals’ language choice online. Particularly, the findings call for the 

examination of platform specific intricacies of TikTok, as the nature of this social media 
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platform appears to differ from its predecessors in the degree of agency it takes in 

mediating the communication that takes place on it. Considering that the algorithm feeds 

content to users based on its assumptions of their identity, it could be possible that it 

drives users into assigned ‘invisible’ groups where the rules of FTAs and politeness 

become harder to follow due to the lack of individual users’ agency in participating in the 

navigation of the platform. While the full impact of TikTok’s algorithm on the platform’s 

linguistic phenomena is not fully clear, there is clearly robust potential in undertaking 

further research with the aim of understanding the impact of TikTok’s algorithmic agency 

in community grouping, identity construction, and mediating of its users’ interactions in 

the light of language use on the platform.  

In conclusion, as indicated by the limitations of this study discussed in section 5.4, the 

contextual dependency of the findings of this study does not allow for their direct 

transference to other instances of online questioning of language choice. Yet, they do 

provide a comprehensive and adaptable general characterization and thematic 

categorization of online language questioning in the context of FIN/ENG code-switching. 

Importantly, the findings of this study provide a specific dissection of the act of 

questioning language choice in relation to FIN/ENG multilingual speech as it is 

performed on the little studied platform of TikTok, hence laying the groundwork for much 

needed further research on multilingual language use occurring on one of the most 

popular social media platforms of today. 
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